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If you're looking for a new job or just need a hand getting on the career ladder then You're Hired: Total Job Search 2013 is your one-stop-shop for landing the job of your dreams. Packed full of practical
exercises and handy tips, this totally up-to-date, helpful guide will take you through the entire recruitment process and includes advice on how to:Plan your job search and find the right roleWrite an impressive
and compelling CV that makes you stand out from the crowdWork with recruitment agents and consultants to maximise your chancesPerform successfully at interviewPass assessment centre tests with flying
coloursNegotiate the job contract and make a good impression on your first dayWritten by expert career coach, Jeremy I'Anson, You're Hired: Total Job Search 2013 gives you just what you need to find and
get the perfect role. For more information about the book and extracts tryhttp://totaljobsearchonline.com/
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Now You've Been ShortlistedStep by Step, Your Guide to Being Successful at Interviews and Assessment CentresHarriman House Limited

"How to Win an Interview" is an interview grooming guide prepares you to ace any competitive interview in your professional career. It equips you with various tools and
technique to enhance level of self-awareness and make an impact on mind of interviewer. It guides you how to approach your potential employer and answer critical questions on
skills, career aspirations, values, and difficult circumstances at workplace. It also help you in case you are already started your career and making career moves to scale career
ladder. This book will help you during interviewing as well as post interview process to help you enjoy and learn from the process.
Many employers now invite candidates to an assessment day. This book guides you through each step of the process, from getting selected and preparing for psychometric tests
to group exercises and interviews. Featuring practical exercises and advice from both employers and graduates, it's an invaluable resource for opening the door to your career.
For those who have received a note saying they've been shortlisted for a job opening, this work offers job seekers the advice they need to feel more confident and prepared their
forthcoming interview.
A new, ?one-stop-shop? textbook with everything needed for first year skills modules taken by tourism, events and hospitality students.
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Both private and public sector organisations, and both employers and recruitment agencies, use psychological selection tests as part of their recruitment processes. Worldwide, and especially
in electronic formats, these tests are increasingly used for speeding-up, standardising and professionalising the task of putting the right people in the right jobs. 'Psychological Testing' is an
easy-to-follow guide to the most popular selection tests on the market. It takes a broad, international perspective and explores developments in web-based testing services, which have
revolutionised the industry. This book seeks to answer all your key questions, including: For employers, recruiting consultancies and agencies: - What are the benefits of using psychological
testing for your organisation? - Which kinds of tests are available and how should they be used? - What are the specific applications for each of the tests, and their advantages and
disadvantages? - What is good - and bad - practice in test usage in recruitment? - Can these tests also be used for subsequent employee deployment and development, such as creating
teams, training needs analysis, and career-planning? For employees and job-seekers: - What happens if you are required to take a selection test? - What will these tests reveal about you? What do previous test-takers think about each of these tests? - How can you prepare for the process of testing generally? - How can you overcome test phobia, fear of the unknown and a
feeling of intrusion? With detailed information on numerous tests, 'Psychological Testing' is your invaluable handbook, whichever side of the desk you're on.
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